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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a sunrise textured door design with colonist profile, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view the back being a mirror image thereof of a sunrise textured door design with colonist profile showing my new design;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary front view of a portion of the sunrise textured door design with colonist profile showing my new design;
FIG. 3 is a top view the bottom being a mirror image thereof;
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view through lines 4—4 of FIG. 4 revealing the details of the concave and convex curves in the face of the sunrise textured door design with colonist profile; and,
FIG. 5 is an enlarged view of the molding located on the center, right side of the article in FIG. 4.

The characteristic feature of the design resides in the unique frame design appearing in FIG. 1 at the outside edges of the upper, arched frame, best shown in detail in FIG. 2.
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